Payment Mining - a completely new paradigm of payment
Many blockchain projects have presented a vision of pioneering the payment market through
cryptocurrency payments. Cryptocurrency, however, is still diﬃcult to use as a payment method
because price volatility is high and aﬃliates and users are not motivated to participate.
TENA is a payment protocol that pays in ﬁat currency and both the aﬃliate and customer are
compensated with TENA coins. Payment mining expands people's use of payment as well as facilitating
payment behavior. As the number of payment participants increases, TENA prices also become more
stable, proving their value as money.
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*GOPAY is TENA Protocol's ﬁrst DAPP.

Problems and Solutions in the Payment Market
Restrictive uses
Easy payment oﬄine market (inc. Samsung Pay
and Kakao Pay) share is less than 1%
No compensation for aﬃliates

the diﬃculty of securing users

DAPP that is diﬃcult to use

Discount only on the ﬁrst payment or pay a
small amount of compensation

Complex procedures such as content creation and

Continuous compensation
for user availability

Familiar and easy use by credit card

Wide range of uses
Compensation is also paid to the aﬃliate
and fast spreading to the place of use by
motivating participation.

compensation coin application

Once you pay with your credit card, TENA

Beneﬁting initial participants for rapid user

coin will be rewarded and saved in your

expansion and continuous compensation

wallet automatically

for each payment

Token Economy

Token Utility

More TENA in early stage
Daily TENA compensation is paid in 1/n of the total daily reward pool of
each payment participant (customer, aﬃliate) in proportion to the
payment amount. The compensation pool is reduced by one-half per

Phase 1

Solution for Aﬃliate

Ad based on the location of payment, mobile menu,
point management

Crypto Wallet

Store various cryptocurrency / transfer, easy ICO
participation

year and 500,000 TENA coins will be issued every year from ﬁve years on.
Phase 2

More payments will increase TENA value.
As total payments and users increase, network eﬀects will increase TENA

Cryptocurrency payment

When paying with cryptocurrency including TENA,
it will be automatically exchanged to ﬁat currency
for payment

Payment Overseas

The TENA is automatically exchanged and paid
in local currency.

value, and later participants will be able to achieve as much
compensation as the initial participant.
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